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ABSTRACT The Internet of Things (IoT) concept has been widely adopted and Internet connected devices
enter more and more areas of our everyday lives. However, their limited security measures raise increasing
concerns, especially in terms of users’ privacy. That is why, in this paper, privacy risks, focusing primarily on
information leakage exposed by traffic fingerprinting attacks, on IoT devices are investigated. The considered
attacks take advantage of the statistical network flows’ features and application of machine learning (ML)
methods and can be utilized by a passive traffic observer. In this perspective, the first part of the research
presented in this paper analyzes the feasibility of identifying individual devices in a victim’s home network.
It considers smart environment setups of different scales and conditions, and it also includes a performance
comparison of the different ML models applied. The second part introduces and validates a method for the
devices’ state detection based on pattern recognition with ML. Finally, recommendations for mitigating the
discussed privacy risks are also enclosed.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Things, machine learning, network traffic fingerprinting, privacy,
traffic analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of everyday objects connected to the Internet
is no longer a visionary idea, but a phenomenon already
widespread and adopted in today’s world. The term Internet
of Things (IoT), which was first introduced by Kevin Ashton
in 2009 [1], has evolved rapidly together with the growth
of Internet technology and is now highly commercialized.
As the Gartner agency predicts, the number of connected
devices will reach more than 20 billion in 2020, with most
of them for consumer use.1

Common benefits that the IoT brings is automation of
processes and monitoring as well as increased intuitiveness
of the environment by providing a combination of sensing,
communication and computing services (among others), and
enabling access to these services on demand [2]; due to these,
the IoT has reached a vast variety of applications. The most
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approving it for publication was Sherali Zeadally .
1https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2017-02-07-

gartner-says-8-billion-connected-things-will-be-in-use-in-2017-up-31-
percent-from-2016

popular uses for the IoT include2 wearables, smart home
systems, smart grids, smart cities, smart-parking solutions,
waste management, connected cars and industrial IoT, etc.

However, the rapid development of the IoT concept does
not go together with proper adoption of security measures,
which might put a user and their privacy in danger. User
privacy is often referred to as one of the most critical security
concerns regarding IoT solutions. Indeed, IoT devices tend
to store sensitive or personally identifiable information about
the user, such as names, phone numbers, addresses, behavior
patterns and habits. From this perspective, sometimes inap-
propriate measures are taken to store, process and transport
this data in a secure way. The common vulnerabilities of
IoT devices allow adversaries to take control over them or
steal private information [3], [4]. However, user privacy can
not only be threatened by an active attacker, who wants to
compromise these devices; an improperly protected commu-
nication layer of the IoT solutions create an opportunity for
a passive eavesdropper to extract sensitive information about

2https://iot-analytics.com/10-internet-of-things-applications
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the user from the network traffic. Often it is possible because
the messages sent by devices are not encrypted. However,
even if encryption was in place, characteristics of the traffic,
such as packet sizes and traffic rates, may expose the user’s
current activities.

One of the network-related attacks on users’ privacy that
takes advantage of these characteristics is traffic fingerprint-
ing [5]. This method has been already successfully used for
inferring what websites a user is browsing, which appli-
cations or devices they are using as well as for learning
their personality traits, beliefs, health condition or personal
opinions through their online behavior [6]. Yet the potential
of traffic fingerprinting in IoT has drawn the attention of
researchers only in recent years and still leaves many open
questions [7]–[9].

In this article we investigate the risks related to IoT traffic
analysis. We propose a 2-stage classification for device iden-
tification and, afterwards, recognition of their states (which
are closely related to the user’s actions). The introduced
solution is evaluated using two datasets: one, that consists
of self-collected packet traces from real-life smart devices,
and second, that is publicly available. For the fingerprinting
method, a ML approach will be applied and the performance
of various classification algorithms will be evaluated.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II
the related works on IoT security and privacy are presented,
while in Section III the basics on traffic fingerprinting are
introduced. Then, in Section IV an experimental test-bed as
well as real-life IoT traffic analysis are outlined. Experimen-
tal results are enclosed in two sections: in Section V, IoT
device identification is presented and in Section VI the detec-
tion of a user’s activities based on IoT traffic is demonstrated.
Next, Section VII has possible techniques to mitigate the
risks related to the presented threats. Finally, Section VIII
concludes our research and outlines future work.

II. RELATED WORK
The IoT has not yet reached a common standard despite some
efforts, for instance, from IEEE, and is considered highly het-
erogeneous and enabled by a variety of different technologies
on each architecture level (wireless networks communication,
cloud computing, etc). This, in fact, is one of the reasons for
the security issues we are observing today. The other is that
IoT devices have limited resources, like processing power or
battery life, so making the state-of-the-art security solutions
not suitable for them. In the reminder of this section we
describe the main IoT security and privacy problems.

A. IoT SECURITY PROBLEMS
Many IoT devices have their network interfaces exposed
to the public, so that it is easy to identify and reach them
using open-source tools like the Shodan.io search engine.3

Consequently they become an easy target for cybercriminals.
Numerous examples of successful attacks have been demon-
strated throughout the years that drew publicity to the topic of

3https://www.shodan.io

the IoT security. As an example, the Trendnet home security
camera was found to enable remote attackers to access its live
video stream using only its IP address.4 Even with password
protection applied, the credentials were sent over the network
and stored in plaintext form.

Miller and Valasek showed how to remotely take control
over a Jeep car through its on-board computer [4]. They were
able, for instance, to change the volume of the radio, turn
on the windshield wipers, and even control the brakes of
the vehicle. For their hack, they used vulnerabilities such
as exposed ports in the car systems and guessable access
parameters. Another highly alarming security issue con-
cerned medical devices. In 2016 Muddy Water’s Research
revealed in their report that St. Jude Medical’s implantable
cardiac devices (such as pacemakers) have security flaws
allowing an attacker to access the devices and then deplete
the battery or administer incorrect pacing or shocks.5

Even though IoT devices are sometimes considered the
‘‘Internet’s least powerful hosts’’ [3], they can also be used
to become members of a large botnet and then participate
in DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks on other
devices and services. One of the most recent and large-scale
attacks of this kind was launched by the Mirai botnet, which
reportedly infected up to 600k devices to successfully take
down many online services, such as the krebsonsecurity.com
website and French hosting service OVH [3]. The latter is said
to have experienced a peak rate of at least 1.1 Tbps, which
broke the record for DDoS attack volume. The strategy that
Mirai used to infect the devices was very simple: it used a
list of the most common default passwords for home routers,
network-enabled cameras and digital video recorders, which
among IoT devices had the fewest protection measures.

Hence, many researchers took the challenge to summarize
and classify the security threats that the IoT is facing – a
common approach for identifying potential risks and attacks
at every layer of the IoT reference model is proposed
in [10], [11].

B. IoT PRIVACY PROBLEMS
There has been a heated discussion on the privacy
implications of using the devices. The main privacy concerns
include [11]:
• Identification – the threat of associating an identifier
(e.g., persistent) with a person and data related to them.
This can be, for instance, their name, phone numbers,
photos or their device’s unique fingerprint. It can enable
other privacy threats, such as profiling and linking.

• Location-based tracking – determining and recording a
person’s location through time and space (e.g., using
GPS service or network address).

• Profiling – the threat of compiling information
(from multiple sources) to infer the behavior and inter-
ests of a user. Profiling methods are used in online

4https://www.wired.com/2012/02/home-cameras-exposed
5http://d.muddywatersresearch.com/content/uploads/2016/08/MW_STJ_

08252016_2.pdf
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recommendation systems and advertisements. However,
they may sometimes lead to disclosing information con-
sidered as sensitive by a user (sexual orientation, medi-
cal conditions) [12] or to price discrimination (offering
higher prices than usual based on some information
possessed by a customer) [13].

• Inventory attack – collection of information about
existence and characteristics of objects and devices
(computers, phones, IoT) that belong to a user without
their consent. This threat is closely related to fingerprint-
ing techniques (i.e., device fingerprinting). Information
on inventory can be used, for example, by burglars for
targeted break-ins at private homes or offices or by law
enforcement for unwarranted searches.

• Linkage – refers to combining data from different
sources to reveal information previously unavailable
using separate sources. This threat is transparent to users
because they are usually not aware of the contexts and
times in which the different data was collected and how
they can be used together. Linkage also increases the
risk of re-identification of anonymized data (e.g., health
data [14]).

A great number of concerns about user’s data safety have
been reported. One example is a case of soldiers who acci-
dentally revealed a secret military base’s location via their
fitness trackers.6 This was caused by the application (Strava)
cooperating with wearable devices that published a ‘‘heat
map’’ of users’ movements. In locations like Afghanistan,
where fitness trackers were mostly used by foreign soldiers
and not the locals, one could easily identify the base’s location
solely from this information.

In [15] the authors examined a personalized light switch
(which adapts its brightness and color settings depending on
a specific user) and remote watering systems. Among other
vulnerabilities (e.g., remote device exploitation) they point
out some privacy issues such as leakage of personally iden-
tifiable information and emanation of information relative to
user location. They found out, for example, that in the case
of the light switch system, unique identifiers of associated
users are being broadcasted by the devices in plaintext, which
allows their tracking, for instance, in an office environment.
In addition, the watering system did not encrypt communica-
tion, which made eavesdropping possible.

Privacy problems are also no stranger to IoT toys. Some
teddy bears or Barbie dolls allow voice recording and sending
voice messages (e.g., from parents to children) or generating
automated responses based on a child’s input, using connec-
tivity to a remote server where data is stored. According to
mass-media,7 8 these toys can easily be hacked and turned
into surveillance devices.

6https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/29/world/middleeast/strava-heat-
map.html

7https://www.forbrukerradet.no/siste-nytt/connected-toys-violate-
consumer-laws

8https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/qkm48b/how-this-internet-of-
things-teddy-bear-can-be-remotely-turned-into-a-spy-device

Even in an area as sensitive as medical devices, a user
cannot be entirely sure that security measures were under-
taken to protect their personal data. [16] has shown that
many such devices transport collected data (pictures, user
identifiers, actions performed) in plaintext, which makes it
easy to intercept them by an eavesdropper. The common
solution to this privacy problem is applying encryption to
the data transfer, which the authors suggest. However, further
research in this topic shows that even in this case it is possible
to extract some information from the traffic: the number
and the type of utilized devices, infer the user’s actions and
behavior patterns. In [17] the authors examined some popular
smart home devices that may raise privacy concerns in terms
of the traffic they generate. They found that they can be
identified by a remote attacker using unencrypted Domain
Name System (DNS) queries. Moreover, their traffic traces
exposed characteristic transmission rates, which revealed the
actions currently performed by a device or the user.

In [9], Bluetooth traffic coming from fitness trackers was
analyzed. The authors collected the traces using a ComProbe
Bluetooth Protocol Analyzer (BPA) device in a gym and
concluded that a user can not only be tracked using a constant
identifier of their device, but also in a group of people based
on their wearable device measurements.

III. TRAFFIC FINGERPRINTING
A traffic analysis attack can be defined as network traffic
monitoring to identify useful patterns in the traces that can
be used for defense and detection of security risks (such as
botnet traffic) [18], forensics (to identify a criminal or if a
crime was committed) [19] or for malicious purposes like
attacks on privacy. One of the traffic analysis methods is
called traffic fingerprinting, which is often described as a
passive privacy related side-channel attack [5]. It stands for
comparing and matching features extracted from the network
traces (such as packet sizes, distribution or different statistical
measures) with the known models (fingerprint). Fingerprint-
ing techniques often use a ML-based approach – classifiers,
to achieve better accuracy when recognizing traffic type.

A. FINGERPRINTING DOMAINS
There are multiple traffic fingerprinting types that aim either
to identify the user and the device they are using or the activ-
ity they are performing (e.g., applications used or websites
accessed). This section summarizes the existing solutions in
this field.

1) WEBSITE FINGERPRINTING (WF)
The WF attack aims at inferring which website a user has
accessed by observing their network traces, even in the
presence of anonymization and obfuscation techniques. The
common scenario assumes that an Internet user hides their
browsing activities (destination IP) behind some proxy ser-
vice or employs a different anonymization technology and a
passive observer located in the user’s network (such as their
ISP) tries to identify the websites being accessed. To achieve
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this goal, they usually take advantage of the differences in
website content loading that influence the fingerprint of a
webpage. This technique is often used in forensics to estimate
if a suspect accessed, for instance, a hidden service related to
drug selling [19].

WF has been quite intensively researched in recent years.
At first, researchers focused on fingerprinting encrypted traf-
fic in the presence of a proxy or aVPN service. One of the first
attacks of this type, such as [20], was based on an observation
of the characteristic resource sizes per webpage (i.e., images
and scripts). However, this solution was only effective for
HTTP 1.0, that did not use persistent connections. Later
work introduced website fingerprinting based on statistical
features (such as inter-packet arrival time – IAT) and unique
packet sizes [21]. Further research proved that the accuracy
of the method can be increased when applying different ML
classifiers, such asNaïve Bayes algorithm, firstly by [22]. The
authors achieved around 90% accuracy working on OpenSSH
protected traffic. The performance of the method was later
improved (to about 97%) [6] by using a Multinomial clas-
sifier. However, upon the invention of TOR that introduced
padding, packet sizes were no longer useful. As a result,
most recent solutions focus on this service and employ more
advanced fingerprinting methods.

The first to achieve a decent accuracy facing TOR
were Panchenko et al. in [23] using a support vector
machine (SVM) approach. Their method was able to rec-
ognize around 54% of URLs contained and around 74% in
an open-world scenario (unlimited set of visited websites).
These works drew a lot of attention in the research com-
munity and were followed by many others. Most current
solutions, such as [6], reach an accuracy of ca. 90% in recog-
nizing 100 monitored sites in an open-world scenario (around
5000 URLs not monitored). Their attack was still successful
even against some fingerprinting countermeasures, however,
as shown in [24], in this case the recognition level decreased
significantly. The authors demonstrated that the accuracy of
website fingerprinting can drop by 40% during the first nine
days and goes down to zero within 90 days for Alexa Top
100 websites. The dynamism of the web environment is the
real challenge for creators of new fingerprinting methods.

2) APPLICATION FINGERPRINTING
Another frequently discussed domain concerns applications,
i.e., identifying traffic from various online services, including
Voice over IP (VoIP), video and audio streaming and also
mobile applications. Two approaches prevail in the literature:
the first one focuses on classifying just the type of traffic
(e.g., online games, download, VoIP, video streaming and
Peer2Peer, etc.), the second aims at identifying the particular
application generating it (e.g., Skype, Spotify, Youtube and
BitTorrent, etc.) [25].

In the case of fingerprinting streaming applications,
researchers usually take advantage of their bursty traffic pro-
file. In [26] the authors use burst patterns to analyze different
video streams (YouTube, Netflix, Vimeo and Amazon, etc.)

using convolutional neural networks to identifywhich content
exactly the user is currently watching.

A recent trend in the fingerprinting domain is focused
on mobile devices and applications. Since a lot of mobile
applications send their data using the HTTP(S) protocol,
this particular domain shares similarities with website finger-
printing. However, the authors of [27] state that fingerprint-
ing the traffic originating from a mobile device is a more
complicated process because of the text-based APIs being
used in smartphones that remove the rich features of HTTP
normally present in traditional browsing traffic. However,
they show the ability of a passive eavesdropper to identify
smartphone apps by fingerprinting encrypted packet traces.
They tested their method on 110 Android applications and,
notably, achieved 96% accuracy even after six months after
preparing their fingerprints. [28] checked to what extent the
attacker is able to identify specific actions performed by a
user via mobile apps (such as writing tweets using Twitter
and adding comment on Facebook, etc.). For most activities
they achieved around 95% accuracy.

3) DEVICE FINGERPRINTING
Fingerprinting devices aims to extract information from the
network traffic, based on which it is possible to identify
them. It is feasible due to tolerances in the manufacturing
process and differences in hardware and software implemen-
tations. They can either capture class characteristics, which
are emitted by all devices that share the same specification,
or individual ones [19].

Device fingerprinting found its application in online
trackingmechanisms and is used bymany advertising compa-
nies to keep track of the user’s activities, such as their brows-
ing behavior, based on their phone/computer fingerprint,
even cross-device [12]. To identify a single device a variety
of features are extracted from the network traffic, such as:
user-agent (browser type), fonts, languages, time zone, etc.

Device fingerprinting is also considered to be an authenti-
cation factor. A paper [29] focuses on device fingerprinting
in terms of security enhancing and protection of a wireless
network from unauthorized, malicious nodes. The authors
rely mostly on the features of the physical traffic layer, such
as clock skew from timestamps, frequency offsets, phase
offsets and then apply supervised (white-list) and unsuper-
vised learning classifiers to detect illegitimate nodes on the
network. Another recent example of such an approach pro-
poses a 2-stage classification model for the detection of an
intruding device in the local network based on (among others)
port numbers, domain names, cipher suites and flow vol-
umes [7]. The authors test their model in a large environment
of 28 devices to achieve over 99% accuracy.

Note, that fingerprinting techniques can be also applied
to launch a privacy attack, which is discussed in the next
subsection.

4) PRIVACY-ORIENTED IoT DEVICE FINGERPRINTING
Such an attack is presented in a series of publications [17],
[30]. The authors show a scenario, in which a last-mile
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passive observer can invade a user’s privacy by identifying
the IoT appliances they have at home using either DNS
queries or traffic rates which, as they demonstrated using
2-feature vectors and k-NN classifier, achieved 95% accu-
racy. Moreover, it is also possible for some devices to expose
the user’s behavior patterns through observing peaks on traf-
fic rate graphs. Some defense measures (such as traffic shap-
ing) were also proposed and tested. The authors emphasize,
however, that further research should be performed regarding
the application of ML for privacy-based attacks in search of,
e.g., different traffic features that would improve attack feasi-
bility and accuracy even in larger environments (experiments
were performed on six devices).

Another approach was presented in [31] where the authors,
rather than on device recognition, focus more on the IoT
activity detection by an attacker able to sniff on wireless
traffic (such as ZigBee, WiFi or Bluetooth). They extracted
and used a large number of statistical time series features
to firstly – detect if an activity has been triggered (using
binary classification) and secondly – recognize this activity
(multiclass classification). This way they achieved on average
above 90% accuracy (though with a low value of support
metric – only a few ‘‘positive’’ samples). Still, the IoT traffic
analysis attacks are not, to the best of our knowledge, fre-
quently covered in the literature and, thus, this still constitutes
an open research problem.

5) BEHAVIORAL FINGERPRINTING
The last discussed domain of fingerprinting focuses on the
identification of a single user through their online behavior.
This set of techniques allows the linking of multiple browsing
sessions from the same user as well as to distinguish the
sessions of different users based only on the characteristic
usage patterns [19].

In [12] the authors show how a person can be profiled based
on their web browsing history that can be shared with third
parties through the multiple tracking mechanisms present on
a website. It proves that by having access to this resource
one can extract sensitive information about users, such as
political opinions, gender, religious beliefs and health related
data. In [32] it is shown that a user can be accurately identi-
fied based on their browsing habits. The authors performed
their experiments on an anonymized dataset collected from
3862 students in a two month period, and for each of the
users they extracted a fingerprint comprising a set of DNS
queries they issued and their access frequency. Then a Multi-
nomial Bayes classifier was applied on the other browsing
sessions. The method proved to yield between 70% accuracy
(for 24h browsing sessions of 3000 users) and 90% (for 100
concurrent users).

Later, in [19] the authors stated that this method can be
useful for ascription of activities (i.e., criminal) in forensics
investigations. Then, [32] showed that it was possible to
identify a person through the analysis of traffic coming from
their wearable fitness trackers. The authors noticed a corre-
lation between Bluetooth traffic features (e.g., payload size,

data rates) and measurement values (e.g., for acceleration)
and used this observation to distinguish between single per-
sons in the same location (i.e., gym, office). For classification
they use Decision Trees, achieving around 89% accuracy for
identification within a group of five people. Exposing the
user’s behavioral profile through networked devices remains
one of the biggest privacy concerns with current technologies.

B. NETWORK TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION
When encryption started to be commonly used in data trans-
port it made the task of network traffic analysis and anomaly
detection far more challenging, and thus there is an increasing
need to invent more advanced analysis methods that are able
to identify the type of application used via traffic fingerprint-
ing. The authors of [33] mention two groups of classifica-
tion approaches. The first one comprises the payload-based
methods, while the second group focuses on the feature-
based techniques, most of which use ML algorithms. This
section provides a brief overview of these techniques and their
specific types and applications.

1) PAYLOAD-BASED TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
This group of methods uses differences in packet formats to
classify traffic streams. They inspect the payload of a packet
in search of specific protocol related structures together with
applying regular expressions or string matching algorithms to
determine information about the traffic type.

This kind of classification method was used in the PACE
system.9 It comprised a commercial library, which was able
to classify many obfuscated protocols and applications using
behavioral and statistical analysis and augmented heuris-
tics. Another example is Cisco Network Based Application
Recognition (NBAR)10 that is used mostly on Cisco routers
for quality and security purposes. One open-source example
of a payload-based classifier is nDPI [34] that was originally
derived from PACE. Its huge drawback is that it has little
functionality for analyzing encrypted traffic limited to the
decoding of the hostname from the certificate in SSL. It also
relies only on the eight first packets of each connection to
classify the analyzed traffic.

However, the application of these techniques in the
literature does not go beyond the identification of obfuscated
protocols and analysis of unencrypted traffic, also due to
performance and the more efficient modern payload obfus-
cation methods [35] and this has been used only in complex
commercial systems.

2) FEATURE-BASED TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
This group of methods specializes in encrypted traffic anal-
ysis. Contrary to the payload-based approach, they rely on
the characteristics of packet traces (on a flow or a packet
level), such as length, direction and statistical values, etc.

9http://www.ipoque.com/en/products/pace
10https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/ios-nx-os-software/

network-based-application-recognition-nbar/index.html
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for classification purposes. In the analysis of encrypted traf-
fic every ML algorithm has a different approach to sorting
and prioritizing sets of features, which leads to different
dynamic behaviors during training and classification phases.
Frequently used ML-based methods in this group are Naïve
Bayes, k-NN, Decision Trees, SVMs and Neural Networks.
Based on the literature review it can be seen that the vast

majority of the methods applied for traffic fingerprinting
nowadays are based on ML algorithms as it was proved to
be more effective when dealing with encrypted or obfuscated
traffic. It is also worth mentioning that the performance
(in terms of accuracy) of ML classification does not only
depend on the chosen algorithm but also on the selected
features, the dataset itself and on the anonymization method
applied on the traffic.

C. NETWORK TRAFFIC FEATURES
Fingerprinting techniques take advantage of the network
traffic characteristics, which enables identification of patterns
in the packet traces. In most solutions, a combination of dif-
ferent traffic characteristics is used to optimize classification
accuracy.

The features most often used in fingerprinting involve:

• Packet size – most applications use specific sizes of
payloads, which enabled their profiling. One of the first
such approaches was used in [21] for the website fin-
gerprinting purpose. However, this feature is not helpful
when faced with packet padding mechanisms (e.g., used
by TOR).

• Packet direction – information on whether the traffic is
incoming or outgoing.

• Packet length frequency – the number of occurrences
that a specific packet size has in the network trace. It can
be expressed as a mean or a standard deviation [36].

• Packet ordering – depends on network conditions: it may
vary facing problems with bandwidth or latency, and it
may be affected by pipelining and changing parameters
(in HTTP connections), etc.

• Inter-packet arrival time (IAT) – may prove to be very
useful for fingerprinting purposes to infer the logical
relationship between packets in the trace [21], also by
measuring the round-trip-time value (RTT) [36]. It is
not sensitive to packet padding and does not require
stream partitioning [37]. However, this feature can also
be influenced by network performance issues.

• Packet count – can be expressed in many different ways,
such as the count of total/incoming/outgoing packets and
ratios between them, etc. [38].

• Burst size – total size of the burst’s content [23], [38]
or burst count – number of packets contained in a
burst [38], [39], where the burst is defined as a sequence
of packets sent in one direction that lie between two
packets sent in the opposite direction.

• Traffic data rates – measurement of the speed of
upstream and downstream data, which was successfully

applied to investigate IoT devices [8] or in HTTP traffic
fingerprinting [31].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TEST-BED AND REAL-LIFE
IoT TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
The recent popularity of the application of the ML concept
for problem solving has led to a lot of datasets being publicly
available with network traffic traces among them. However,
as mentioned beforehand, the research on IoT fingerprinting
is rather scarce with only a few works in this field, e.g., [24],
[30], [31]. Moreover, it is common that authors do not share
publicly the dataset they used to conduct research. Unfortu-
nately, the efforts to contact them and obtain the data were
unsuccessful.

Publication [7] is, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
the first one to publish their dataset for research purposes. The
authors made available traffic traces collected in a smart envi-
ronment in the span of two weeks with around 28 IoT devices
including smart plugs, motion sensors, IP cameras and health
monitors etc. However, as this data proved to be useful for
extending the first problem addressed in the present study
(device identification), it does not provide any information on
the device working modes in the traces. Therefore, labeling
the date for the task of activity recognition is impossible
unless one is equipped with exactly the same appliances.

To overcome the shortcomings of the available traces and
solve the second problem researched in this paper (state
recognition), there was a need for a self-generated dataset.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A dedicated smart home laboratory environment was set up
enabling the collection and analysis of the generated network
traffic. The test-bed comprised five common, low-cost, easily
available smart devices: (i) Xiaomi-Philips Smart Lightbulb
(device No. 1 in Fig. 1);11 (ii) Neo Motion Sensor (2);12

(iii) Nexlux Wifibulb (3)];13 (iv) Dlink Motion Sensor
DCH-S15 (4)14 and (v) Broadlink Smart Plug. (5)15 A
schematic illustration of the test-bed architecture is presented
in Fig. 1.

All of the smart appliances communicated over a Wi-Fi
connection with a Raspberry Pi computer serving as a smart
home gateway/router and were controlled via a dedicated
mobile application. The Raspberry 3 Pi model B+ device
operating on the most recent Raspbian Stretch (a Debian-like
Linux distribution) version was set up as a wireless access
point using its built-in Wi-Fi antenna (802.11b was used
for compatibility) and hostapd (host access point deamon).
In addition, the dnsmasq service was configured to serve as
a DNS and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
agent. Finally, an iptables services rule was set up to con-
figure the Network Address Translation (NAT) between the

11https://item.mi.com/1172100033.html
12https://www.szneo.com/en/products/index.php?id=58
13https://www.amazon.com/Nexlux-Cellphone-Equivalent-Compatible-

Assistant/dp/B07BGWKD43
14https://eu.dlink.com/pl/pl/products/dch-s150-motion-sensor
15http://www.ibroadlink.com/sp3/
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FIGURE 1. Simplified schematic drawing of test-bed architecture
(devices are described in text).

FIGURE 2. Packet size distributions in traffic samples of IoT devices. Bars
plots are histograms of packet sizes (grouped in bins), while line plots
represent normal distributions (values clustered around mean value of
each bin).

Wi-Fi interface with AP and the Ethernet interface connected
to the Wide Area Network (WAN) so that the connected
devices had access to the Internet.

The Raspberry Pi acted as a traffic monitor for the IoT
devices and was used to collect and save network traffic,
by capturing it using the tcpdump tool. This data in the form
of packet capture (PCAP) files was transferred via the Secure
Shell (SSH) service running on the Raspberry Pi. Packet
traces were collected over two weeks in both unconstrained
device usage (simulating realistic scenario) and a series of
controlled experiments. The data were analysed on a HP
EliteBook G5 with CPU: Intel Core i7-8650U, 32GB RAM
and GPU: Intel UHD Graphics 620. The Python toolbox
scikit-learn16 was used for experiments with ML.

B. REAL-LIFE IoT TRAFFIC OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS
The observation of the collected packets for different devices
showed their characteristic traffic profiles. The difference
between them was noticeable especially in terms of packet
size values (see distributions in Fig. 2), packet IAT values and
transmission rates.

16https://scikit-learn.org

FIGURE 3. Packet size distribution per packet direction (outgoing in blue,
incoming in orange).

FIGURE 4. Scatterplots for all five devices showing dependence of packet
size and IAT for ca. 400 packets. Negative size values are
outgoing (upstream) packets while positive values are
incoming (downstream) traffic.

As Fig. 3 shows, the packet size values used by each
of the devices fall in specific ranges. Another observation
was that the lengths were usually specific for incoming and
outgoing traffic (Fig. 4). Among the tested devices, only in the
lightbulbs was the packet size parameter distributed similarly
for each transmission direction.

Most of the devices sent some heartbeat (a short periodical
exchange) traffic when they were idle, while during their state
change (e.g., motion detection, turning on/off and switching
working modes) a sudden rise in the transmission rate was
detected (Fig. 5).Moreover, such an event was usually closely
linked to a distinctive sequence of exchanged packets.

Each tested appliance sent their data to the remote servers
under multiple IP addresses. In most cases the IP of the
destination domain was changed very dynamically. The DNS
responses to requests raised by the deviceswere not encrypted
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FIGURE 5. I/O graphs presenting overall traffic as per-second rate for
Nexlux lightbulb.

so a passive eavesdropper could sniff and record domain
names and their IP mappings. This could allow them to iden-
tify to which device the captured traffic belongs. However,
if a vendor uses non-suggestive or random domain names or
implements encrypted DNS in the solution, this information
becomes useless for an adversary.

C. ADVERSARY MODEL
In our experiments we consider two types of attackers:
• Local network intruder – an adversary gains access to
the victim’s LAN, for example, through hacking their
access point (or even gets this access in a legitimate way)
and is able to sniff the traffic generated by connected
devices.

• Remote attacker – an adversary is able to sniff the
network traffic of the victim’s household while being
outside of their LAN. This could also be an Internet
Service Provider or someone with access to the last-mile
connection to the victim’s home or even an adversary
who comes into possession of a node on the routing
path in the WAN through, for example, a BGP hijacking
attack [40].

The difference between both adversaries is the visibility
of the traffic details. For instance, an attacker operating in a
LAN would be able to distinguish the captures for individual
devices using their locally assigned IP address while for
one outside the local network they would come across these
addresses and ports rewritten to one value by a router’s NAT.
This study aims to create a universal fingerprintingmodel that
can be used by both types of adversaries. Therefore, it will
take advantage of the information that is visible on both sides
of the network.

D. TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION MODEL
To learn a device’s state and user’s activity as a consequence,
the collected traffic had to undergo a 2-stage classification
process. In the first step of the algorithm an adversary had
to identify which device they were dealing with based on the
network traces they gathered.We implemented a singlemulti-
class classifier and ran experiments with three supervised
classification methods: k-NN, Decision Trees and Random
Forests.

The k-NN algorithm is a fairly easy classifier, which have
been used since the 1950s. It makes its decision based on the

FIGURE 6. Overview of full fingerprinting attack model.

k closest samples from the training set. In our experiments we
used k = 5. As for the Decision Trees, we used the Classifi-
cation And Regression Trees (CART) classifier, which con-
structs binary trees by choosing features and threshold values
which maximize information gain at each node. Random
Forests are ensemble classifiers which use a cohort of simpler
classifiers, in this case –Decision Trees. RandomForests tend
to be less prone to overfitting than simple classifiers. In our
experiments we used RandomForests with 100 trees. Number
of trees in Random Forests, as well as neighbors in k-NNs
were selected heuristically.

After the flow was recognized, it underwent another
multi-class classification to determine the state of the device.
During this phase, a separate classifier (another Decision
Tree) was trained separately for each device. The overview
of the whole attack is presented in Fig. 6.

E. DATA PREPROCESSING
To generate the ground truth for the training ML models,
the traffic traces of individual devices were separated based
on the local IP addresses. However, what a last-mile adversary
would recognize was a distinct IP address of the remote server
communicating with a particular IoT device. The collected
traffic traces were therefore split by the remote IP addresses
into flows containing both outgoing and incoming traffic
from this IP. Then, using tshark (terminal-oriented version of
Wireshark) the PCAP files were transformed into CSV files
(see Fig. 7) containing vectors with timestamp, source and
destination IP addresses, packet length and IAT values.

V. DEVICE IDENTIFICATION THROUGH TRAFFIC
FINGERPRINTING
The first step in the fingerprinting attack aims at identification
through statistical traffic analysis which devices the victim
is using. This section describes features extraction and engi-
neering done to achieve this goal and finally presents results
obtained using ML algorithms for various setups.

A. FEATURE EXTRACTION FROM NETWORK TRAFFIC
AND FEATURE ENGINEERING
While observing IoT traffic characteristics (Section IV-B) it
became clear that one of the main features differentiating
the devices are the packet lengths and the transmission rates.
It was also noted that each smart appliance had a specific
model of communication with the remote server (i.e., differ-
ent number and sizes of requests and responses), which could
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FIGURE 7. Schematic representation of preprocessing flow.

FIGURE 8. Sliding window mechanism (xn – observations – network
packets in this case).

TABLE 1. Summary of traffic from five laboratory devices contained in
self-generated dataset.

be captured if observing the device behavior within a time
period. Therefore we proposed to transform single packet
features (such as size, direction) into a flow-based feature
space, so we calculated traffic statistics (e.g., mean, standard
deviation) over a fixed-length sliding window (Fig. 8). Its
length was chosen experimentally.

The features that were finally extracted in each time
window included: (i) mean IP packet length (bytes),
(ii) transmission rate (bytes/sec.), (iii) mean IAT value,
(iv) standard deviation of the packet lengths, (v) outgoing/
incoming traffic transmission rate (bytes/sec.) and
(vi) mean size of outgoing/incoming packets (bytes).

Following the feature extraction process, the samples were
labeled with corresponding device names and saved to CSV
files. The data gathered over two weeks are summarized
in Table 1.
The dataset is not balanced (it has an uneven number of

samples per each class) because the devices generate differ-
ent amounts of traffic, for instance, the Neo motion sensor
communicates with the remote party only when a movement
is detected. As Fig. 9 shows, the individual devices can be
clustered quite effectively using information only about their
packet sizes.

B. EXPERIMENTS WITH CLASSIFICATION OF IoT DEVICES
To recognize the IoT devices we used three ML algo-
rthms: k-NN, Decision Trees and Random Forests. The data
were split into the training and testing sets in the propor-
tions 3:1. The k-fold cross validation (CV) technique with
k = 4, implemented using the StratifiedKfold class from the
scikit-learn library, was applied to optimally use the data.
The CV was used for the algorithms’ hyperparameters tuning

FIGURE 9. Scatter plot showing test IoT devices’ packet sizes feature
space.

TABLE 2. Classification performance given traffic aggregation in 200 sec.
time windows using 4-fold CV (standard deviation across CV folds in
brackets).

as well (for example, the number of trees in the Random
Forest algorithm).

C. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR SMART
HOME TEST-BED
Experiments performed in a self-created test-bed showed
that it was possible to identify devices with almost 100%
accuracy based on the statistical features of the network
traffic (Table 2). Algorithms based on Decision Trees yielded
the best performance, being ahead of the k-NN model by
around 1%.

Next, to create a more realistic scenario, we added non-IoT
traffic to the network. To simulate such a situation, the supple-
mentary traffic was added coming from two laptops, a tablet
and a connected printer, which was modeled as an additional
class called non-IoT. In this scenario no major difference in
accuracy was observed (Table 3). It confirms that the IoT
traffic is very distinguishable from regular network activity.
One major difference observed for all models was a decline
in logarithmic loss. This means that introducing more diverse
data (the non-IoT class) made the classifier less confident
about its decisions.
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TABLE 3. Classification performance for setup of five devices with
non-IoT traffic given traffic aggregation in 200 sec. time windows, using
4-fold CV (standard deviation across CV folds in brackets).

TABLE 4. Classification performance in IoT only environment given traffic
aggregation in 300 sec. time windows using 4-fold CV (standard deviation
across CV folds in brackets).

D. IDENTIFYING IoT DEVICES IN LARGER
SMART ENVIRONMENT
As previous sections showed, recognizing IoT devices in
a small setup, even against regular user traffic was not a
difficult task. However, due to the high diversity of the IoT
solutions and devices, this model of fingerprinting needed to
be tested and verified in a larger environment. To simulate
such an environment, additional network traffic data was
obtained from the dataset shared by the authors of [7]. Since
the dataset contained aggregated captures per day, traces of
individual devices were extracted using theirMAC addresses.
Only communication with the remote third parties was taken
into account while all the LAN traffic was discarded. The
same was done with the devices that had very few samples
among the packet captures (e.g., the Blip blood pressure sen-
sor). In total, additional traffic from 17 devices was extracted
from the dataset, with the most data coming from Dropcam
(390,202 samples) and the least data originating from the
NEST smoke sensor (892 samples).

1) CLASSIFICATION RESULTS IN THE SMART
HOME ONLY ENVIRONMENT
Training and testing the classifiers on a larger dataset resulted
in an expected drop in overall accuracy. Yet it still remained
at a high level of about 92%. The k-NN algorithm appeared to
be the most accurate and the most confident in this scenario
(Table 4). A window of 300 seconds in this case turned out to
be optimal.

In comparison to the tests performed on the small set of
devices described in Section V-C, we observed a significant
decline in the logarithmic loss, especially for the Decision
Trees classifier, where the score exceeded −2. By looking
up the interpretation of this score on the LogLoss plot it can
be noted that the classifier gave less than 10% confidence to
the winning class, which is a poor score. The other classifiers
introduced much better scores in this aspect.

On the other hand, by looking at the time statistics, it turned
out that k-NNmodels required ca. 5 to 13 times more than the
other two classifiers. It indicates its limited usability when
dealing with large scale problems, when the model has to be

FIGURE 10. I/O and communication flow graph comparison of two
different states (heartbeat traffic and change of color) of Nexlux lightbulb.

TABLE 5. Classification performance given traffic aggregation in 300 sec.
time windows using 4-fold CV. Tests were performed in setup
of 23 devices and non-IoT traffic (standard deviation across CV folds in
brackets).

updated frequently. However, we observed that the runtime
of the algorithms did not depend on the aggregation window
applied.

2) CLASSIFICATION RESULTS IN PRESENCE
OF NON-IoT TRAFFIC
Having added the non-IoT traffic we observed that it did not
have a major impact on the classification accuracy, which
remained on average ca. 92% (Table 5). The classification
results for individual devices are shown in the form of a
confusion matrix in Fig. 11. This demonstrates that although
the vast majority of devices was recognized correctly, the
model trained to also identify non-IoT traffic failed at classi-
fying certain devices, including the Belkin motion sensor and
switch and Withings smart scales – their traffic was usually
confused with another device from the same manufacturer.
The most likely reason for this behavior is that the producers
designed very similar communication models for their smart
appliances. The matrix also shows, that despite adding non-
IoT traffic, none of the IoT devices were confused with the
non-IoT class.

To summarize this section, we may conclude that the
results obtained in various test cases showed unambiguously
that by building an appropriate database of traffic finger-
prints, an adversary can accurately predict which devices one
possesses. Recognition problems appear when dealing with
multiple devices from the same manufacturer that use similar
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FIGURE 11. Confusion matrix presenting detailed results of Random Forests classification in the setup of 23 IoT devices
and non-IoT traffic.

communication models. The experiments also showed high
distinctiveness of smart device traffic against each other as
well as against regular non-IoT network activities.

VI. USER ACTIVITIES DETECTION BASED ON IoT
NETWORK TRAFFIC
Once an adversary identifies the devices used in a household
by analyzing individual traffic traces, they may be able to
find interesting patterns reflecting the states of those devices.
This constitutes another privacy threat as the state changes
are usually closely linked to the user activities and behavioral
patterns. For instance, the detection of a motion or turning
on/off of the light helps to determine whether a person is in
or not. In this section we will show if using traffic analysis
based on simple pattern recognition based on a ML model
(Decision Trees) it is possible to recognize the state of devices
in the test-bed.

A. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND ENGINEERING
The observation of network traffic generated by IoT devices
under laboratory conditions led to a conclusion that each
state change of an appliance was marked with a characteristic
sequence of packets of distinct sizes. Therefore recognizing
these sequences may lead to recognizing an activity related to
the specific IoT device. For instance, in the case of the Nexlux
lightbulb, the size of the request received by the sensor
from the remote server differs significantly from the heartbeat
traffic and action ‘‘color change’’ (Fig. 10).
We used the traffic data from the 5-device test-bed,

as in the previous section. The traces shared by the
authors of [7] could not be used for activity detection,
as they provided no details on the device states or activi-
ties. What is more, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
there are no publicly available IoT dataset with such
information.
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First, the raw packet traces (in the CSV form)were grouped
into time windows. The size of these intervals needed to
be adequate for an approximate duration of a state change.
Arbitrarily a 3-sec. time window was applied to all the
devices, apart from the Philips lightbulb, where a longer,
5-sec. window was required, as the activities for this device
were visible in the network traffic significantly longer than
for the other four devices. The feature vector was formed by
transposing the sequence of packet sizes that fit into each
time window. This way the classifier was able to make its
decision based both on the packet sizes and their order. The
labels of the vectors (e.g., on, off, motion detection, etc.) were
assigned for each device manually either by comparing event
occurrences in the corresponding mobile applications used to
control and monitor a device or by recording times of events
by hand.

For each of the devices the following states were
distinguished:

• Nexlux lightbulb: idle, color change, on/off.
• Dlink motion sensor: idle, motion detection.
• Philips lightbulb: idle, on/off, user interaction with con-
trol application.

• Neo motion sensor: motion detection.
• Broadlink smart plug: idle, night light mode, status
check via application, on/off.

The dataset was unbalanced because the samples labeled as
idle were far more numerous than real activities. To slightly
reduce this imbalance, a random part of the idle samples was
ignored.

1) DEVICE STATE DETECTION WITH ML
The datasets created and labeled as explained in the previous
sections were used to train two tree-based ML models:
Decision Trees and Random Forests. The reason behind the
choice of these algorithms is that they make a series of
sequential decisions and would take into account the ordering
of the values in vectors, which is important in the case of the
studied scenario. 4-fold CV was used to avoid overfitting and
optimally use the data.

The overall results achieved by both classifiers presented
in Table 6 show that for all the tested devices it was highly
effective to identify their states using the introduced method.
In all cases the accuracy of the state change prediction
exceeded 97% and the F1 score yielded at least 90%. During
the observation of the network traffic from the IoT devices
it was noticed that the Neo motion sensor generated packets
only when it detected a motion (one state possible only) so
the recognition would be perfect.

We found no significant difference between the perfor-
mances of the Decision Trees and Random Forests, although
in some cases the first classifier appears to achieve slightly
better results. It proves that the traffic patterns related to
different states can be recognized well using only one tree.

It is noticeable that ML algorithms were almost always
correct at identifying the device’s idle state. As expected,

TABLE 6. Overall evaluation results of device state recognition using
4-fold CV (standard deviation across CV folds in brackets).

FIGURE 12. Normalized confusion matrices for device state recognition
with Decision Trees model.

the recognition of the actual activities was more troublesome
due to the diversity of the traffic patterns corresponding to
them. This is clearly visible in the respective confusion matri-
ces (Fig. 12). For instance, the smart plug activities (status
check, on/off and night light) tended to be confused due to
utilization of similar packet sizes.

To conclude, this section explored the possibility for an
adversary to infer the states of IoT devices through traffic
analysis and introduced a method for recognizing traffic pat-
terns exhibited by the devices. The described experiments
showed that each device state was identified with more than
80% accuracy, which indicates a significant risk for a user
that their home activities could be recognized by a passive
attacker.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS ON RISK MITIGATION
The experimental evaluation presented in this paper clearly
showed that both device and activity recognition can pose a
privacy threat to the users of IoT devices. In this section we
will suggest several techniques to mitigate this risk.

A. TRAFFIC TUNNELING
A user can decrease the risk of exposure of their sensitive
information by routing all the smart home traffic through
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TABLE 7. Detailed classification results for activity detection (results per
device state) with decision trees model using 4-fold CV.

FIGURE 13. Confusion matrices presenting classification results on
padded traffic datasets using Random Forests. Left matrix represents
situation where only outgoing packets (traffic from devices) are padded,
right matrix is where both incoming and outgoing packets are padded to
constant size.

a proxy or a VPN server which would obscure the destination
IP address of the network traffic. This way the attack risk
is significantly lower as an attacker using simple methods
would not be able to separate the traffic flows corresponding
to individual IoT devices, which serve as the classification
input. Still, the attack might prove successful if the IoT
device is the only one at home, which is not a very realistic
assumption.

B. TRAFFIC SHAPING AND DUMMY TRAFFIC INJECTION
Traffic shaping can be implemented by device manufacturers
or by a third-party on a gateway router. There are already
various methods of interfering with the communication mod-
els that allow hiding its context. One of the most straightfor-
ward examples is packet padding which relies on appending
some irrelevant data at the end of the packets to obscure
the flow characteristics. We applied this method to our data,
by padding the packets up to a typical MTU size (1500 bytes)
for the outgoing and incoming/outgoing traffic. The respec-
tive classification results are presented in Fig. 13.
In the first case the results showed a decrease in overall

classification accuracy down to 34%. Only the traffic related
to the two motion sensors was in general classified correctly
(ca. 70%). When traffic in both directions was padded the
total accuracy on the test set fell drastically to 14%. The main
drawback of this method is, however, that it creates a traffic
overhead and, potentially, introduces bandwidth and delay
issues.

There exist, of course, more sophisticated methods of
packet padding, including appending randomized amount of
bytes to each or some of the packets. There are also solutions
that tamper with the packet IAT values such as the one
proposed in [36] or dummy traffic injection mechanisms such
as in [31]. The application of more complex techniques of this
kind will be considered in our future work.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper traffic fingerprinting attacks concerning IoT
devices have been shown and analyzed. First, the possibil-
ity of identifying individual smart home devices based on
the statistical descriptors of the traffic was proposed. Vari-
ous IoT setups were considered: a self-created test-bed with
five off-the-shelf devices and a large environment simulated
using publicly available IoT traffic traces. The results of the
research proved that the IoT traffic is highly distinctive and
allows a relatively easy identification of the IoT devices using
statistical traffic features without the need for deep packet
inspection. Interestingly, high recognition accuracy (above
90%) is also possible in the presence of the background
traffic. We also proved that an adversary using ML methods
can effectively learn the activities performed by a user by
tracking state changes of the devices.

Contrary to most other studies, where ML techniques were
used for cyber defense, we showed that they can also be a
powerful tool in the hands of a cyber attacker. Information
about possessed devices and their states may be used dif-
ferently by adversaries, including reconnaissance of a future
attack target – by a cyber or a physical attacker (a burglar
may take advantage of knowledge about the users behavior).
Moreover, a third party can make use of this information in
profiling for unwanted targeted marketing. We also proposed
how the risk posed by traffic analysis attacks can bemitigated.

This study assumed that no anonymization technique was
used (such as proxy or VPN) that would unify remote party
IP addresses and therefore disallow separation of the traffic
flows, as in the attack described in this study. Studying the
possibility of performing successful fingerprinting attacks
in the presence of various defense methods will be consid-
ered in our future work. Finally, further research is needed
to evaluate the described traffic fingerprinting method for
more sophisticated IoT devices with complex network traffic
patterns.
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